Enterprise Agility with AI driven Kanban

Visualize Your Workflow
Choose from a variety of templates to set up your first board. Or quickly define your processes as lanes, sub-lanes and swim-lanes of a Kanban board, based on default or custom card attributes.

Measure and Improve

Scrum + Kanban = Scrumban
Visually define Releases and Sprints from Backlog. Use Burndown/ Velocity charts, along with Cumulative Flow, Lead Time and Flow Efficiency.

Scale Kanban to the Enterprise
Dedicated Portfolio Lane to track various Programs across your organization. Define Parent-Child card relationships, create multi-board hierarchies, set WIP limits for each user, group members into Teams and track them individually. Keep track of cards spread across boards using the Dependency Board.

Agile Transformation with Swiftly
Swiftly can help you leverage data that is locked up in tools you already use like JIRA, ServiceNow and Excel, among others.

Use Capability, Liquidity, Flow Debt and Monte-Carlo Simulation based Demand tools to exploit patterns in data, learn about inflow, outflow, quality and aging trends, and help plan, sequence and track work.

Adopting Agile in your enterprise? Get in touch!
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AI-driven Sentiment Analysis

We all know and understand the impact of a happy self-organizing team delivering value with high quality. The opposite is also true. Unhappy teams deliver bad quality in unacceptable timelines.

SwiftKanban helps you understand the emotions of your team members and tells you when to intervene if you have dissatisfied or unhappy team members. While Cycle Time and Throughput are lag indicators, SwiftKanban gives you insight into the possible team outcomes as your team members work on their project, before the work gets completed. SwiftKanban now comes with the power of Team Dynamics.

- Analyze work-item level emotions and automatically assign a score which is aggregated at the board/project level.
- Track how happy or negative your team might be as a project progresses, issues arise and are addressed.
- Step in when a team’s happiness index is lower than usual and ensure hidden issues are drawn out and resolved.
- Understand who influences your team and see how information flows among stakeholders using the Trust Network.

Team Dynamics

Using Artificial Intelligence and advanced NLP techniques including Sentiment Analysis, we can help you understand how your teams perform and react across projects, in real-time.

Integrate your Software Development Ecosystem Seamlessly!

SwiftSync is an integration bus platform that unifies different application development systems, such as requirements management, source control, bug tracking, etc. and provides integration for application and software development organizations. SwiftSync supports integration with over 50 enterprise-level tools, including those from HP, IBM, Atlassian, Microsoft and CA.

Integrating your Delivery Lifecycle? Get in touch!